HUMS 2001
INTRODUCTION TO SERVICE LEARNING

Concepts and crusades for justice, and struggles against injustice have shaped human understanding, relationships, and behavior for centuries. This course is designed to introduce students to the foundations of community organizing, social justice, and service learning in the context of a globalized world. Students will be asked to think critically about the underlying root causes of social, economic, environmental and political challenges in the communities in which they live, learn, work, serve and travel. In addition, students will be encouraged to begin to address these societal challenges utilizing their academic knowledge and experiences as the foundation for implementing, advocating, and supporting community organization’s efforts to create a more just world. This course is a 2 credit course and may be taken up to two times with permission of the Office of Service Learning if the student selects a different service learning topic and project to complete.

JOIN US THIS SUMMER— MAY 22-JUNE 24
CONTACT: GOFCMC@UNO.EDU FOR MORE INFORMATION